Concerning the "Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion"

The Jews for obvious reasons claim these Protocols were forged. Any Gentile who is stupid enough to believe this lie deserves to be called "Stupid Goyim." Anyone who has experienced Jews knows for a fact, a Jew will lie right to your face and try to convince you that you are wrong in spite of your having written proof of something right in front of him/her. Another Jewish tactic used incessantly is trying to convince Gentiles who are on to the Jewish conspiracy, that they are insane. Many Gentiles have been placed in mental institutions, especially in the former USSR [Jewish communist state], and drugged, tortured, and given 'special treatment.'

Just look through your local telephone directory and read through the lists of endless Jewish names that dominate the legal system, medicine and other important trades.

Now, concerning religion here. The most powerful tool the Jews have is that of religion. They are masters of lying and confusion. Many have studied human psychology, psychiatry, sociology, and behavior for centuries and know full well how to manipulate and confuse.

Christians are deluded into believing that the Jews are out to destroy "Christ." In addition, it further adds confusion to this in that there are several references to Christians in both the Protocols and the Jewish Talmud. It is a sad fact that in addition to knowledge not being freely available as it is today, most people believe and "have faith" in what they are told and never bother to do their research.

"Christian" is a code word for Gentile. Gentile also means "Pagan." As for the Jews destroying the religion of the Gentiles, which was originally Paganism, they already have. Christianity [for the past 500+ years] is nothing but Jewish.

EVERYTHING in the Christian religion has been STOLEN and corrupted from Ancient Pagan [GENTILE] Religions all over the world.

In addition, Freemasonry was at one time Gentile. Today's Freemasonry is now Jewish controlled and geared towards Jewish communism.

Here is an excerpt from the book “Rule by Secrecy” by Jim Marrs, © 2000, pages 58 - 59:

“This secretive banking dynasty was begun by Mayer Amschel Bauer, a German Jew born on February 23, 1744, in Frankfurt…”
“Young Mayer studied to become a Rabbi. He was particularly schooled in Hashkalah, a blending of religion, Hebrew law, and reason.”

“The death of his parents forced Mayer to leave rabbinical school and become an apprentice at a banking house. Quickly learning the trade, he became court financial agent to William IX, royal administrator of the Hesse-Kassel region, and a prominent Freemason. He ingratiated himself to William, who was only one year older than himself, by joining his interest in Freemasonry and antiquities. Mayer would search out ancient coins and sell them to his benefactor at greatly reduced prices. Considering his rabbinical training, coupled with his serious searches for antiquities, he surely developed a deep understanding of the ancient mysteries particularly those of the Jewish Cabala. It was during this same period that the metaphysics of the Cabala began to fuse with the traditions of Freemasonry.”

It is not my intention to provide a full explanation here. One must do the studying and one will find how Jews have used infiltration for centuries to gain control of, and to destroy Gentile organizations from within. For more information about this, visit http://www.666blacksun.com/

**PROTOCOL No. 4: "WE SHALL DESTROY GOD"**

Deluded Christians and many others erroneously believe that this is now in the process. The Jews with their media and such mock "Jesus" and make a joke out of 'God.' THIS IS ANOTHER CLEVER TWIST AND IT HAS WORKED. THE TRUTH IS 'GOD' AND THE 'DEVIL' ARE BACKWARDS!!!!!

The Jews destroyed God a long time ago.
"SATAN" MEANS ENEMY/ADVERSARY IN HEBREW!

"IT IS INDISPENSABLE FOR US TO UNDERMINE ALL FAITH, TO TEAR OUT OF THE MIND OF THE "GOYIM" THE VERY PRINCIPLE OF GOD-HEAD AND THE SPIRIT, AND TO PUT IN ITS PLACE ARITHMETICAL CALCULATIONS AND MATERIAL NEEDS."

**So, ask yourself: What is spiritual about Christianity?**

Many cannot answer the above question because they have never experienced anything spiritual. In addition, the Jews themselves know very well that "Jesus" is a fictitious JEWISH character, created for the destruction of the Gentiles. In truth,
"Jesus" like every other imposter Jewish character in the "Holy Bible" replaced a CONCEPT- that of the chi, or what we call the 'witchpower,' meaning the powers of the human soul and mind. The 33 years in which he was said to have lived were corrupted from the 33 vertebrae of the human spine, which is the path of the serpent kundalini. There is much, much more to this that is forthcoming in detail in a full article, it is not my intention to make this statement here long and detailed, I only want to get to specific important points here.

To further prove that the Jews have already destroyed Gentile religion, look to the following:

1. On nearly every single page of the "Holy Bible," is the word "Jew" "Jews" and/or "Israel"

2. Nearly every single character, "Jesus" included, is a Jewish hero or patriarch. ALL of these were stolen from PAGAN CONCEPTS, such as "Abraham" was STOLEN from the East Indian religious word/concept "Brahma" both meaning "many."

3. All spiritual concepts have been replaced with Jewish characters, places, and themes. This is to subliminally indoctrinate Gentiles into accepting Jewish masters. The 'Messiah' these is also a subliminal working of the mass-mind to ensure Gentiles use their psychic energies through prayer and belief into making this Jewish goal a reality.

   PROTOCOL No. 24:
   "KING OF THE JEWS"

   "Only the king and the three who stood sponsor for him will know what is coming."

   "Our supreme lord must be of an exemplary irreproachable."

   Quote from the Jewish Talmud:
   Simeon Haddarsen, fol. 56-D:
   "When the Messiah comes every Jew will have 2800 slaves."

While deluded Christians are led to believe Jews and Christianity are enemies, both sides at the top know full well they are and always have been working in collusion for the communist one world order. All of the sermons of the fictitious Jesus the Christ are communist foundations. Christianity is a stepping off point to communism, where all spiritual knowledge will be systematically removed and forbidden, placing within the hands of the controlling Jews – occult power, which they will make liberal use of [they have done this already] to assume the position of 'God' and control all the nations of the world, with no opposition.
PROTOCOL No. 15

"GENTILES ARE CATTLE"

"WE DEMAND SUBMISSION"
--This is laid out in the "Holy Bible" where there are all kinds of unreasonable laws and so-called 'sins,' that have nothing whatsoever to do with spirituality.

"WE SHALL BE CRUEL"

PROTOCOL No. 18 "GOVERNMENT BY FEAR"
– Communism is a testament to this.

"WE SHALL CHANGE HISTORY"
-- The Jews have been rewriting history and replacing it with their own lies. This is why there is such an important emphasis on formal education these days in order to secure a decent paying job, of which the Jews control the major corporations and work industry.

The Jews always emphasize the number 6.
This is most obvious with their 'six million' phony holocaust.
In numerology, the number six is that of merging.
There are 24 protocols; 2 + 4 = 6

Be aware of the news and anything related to their goals and you will find the number 6. This has nothing to do with '666' which is entirely a different number and meaning, of which the Jews call 'the beast' in other words, their enemy.
'666' corresponds to 'www' the Semitic V, Hebrew letter 'Vau' which in their own numerology is a 6. The 'www' of the world wide web will be their undoing as information and truth can no longer be suppressed.